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Scanning tunneling microscopy �STM� has been used to investigate the nucleation and growth of Ag islands
on the fivefold surface of an icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal. Analysis of the data as a function of deposition
temperature, from 127 K to 300 K, reveals that island density is constant, while at higher temperature it
decreases. To model this behavior, we first show that the potential energy surface describing bonding of Ag at
various locations on the surface is complex, with a few sites acting as traps for clusters of adatoms. We then
develop a rate equation model which incorporates enhanced nucleation at trap sites relative to nucleation at
regular sites on terraces. It recovers the temperature dependence of the island density, plus previous flux-
scaling data. Our model suggests that the critical size for both types of nucleation sites is large—corresponding
to stable clusters of at least 6 Ag atoms—and that binding between atoms at trap sites is significantly stronger
than at free terrace sites. The data and the model, combined, provide guidance about the conditions of tem-
perature and flux under which saturation of trap sites can be expected. This, in turn, provides a general
indicator of the conditions that may favor localized pseudomorphic growth at low coverage, here and in other
systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.75.064205 PACS number�s�: 61.44.Br, 68.55.Ac, 68.43.Jk

I. INTRODUCTION

Quasicrystals are well ordered but nonperiodic materials.1

Their atomic structure is associated with interesting surface
properties2,3 such as enhanced oxidation resistance4 and low
friction.5 In recent years, much attention has been paid to the
possibility that films might be grown pseudomorphically on
quasicrystal surfaces, thereby yielding surfaces that derive
the benefits of the quasiperiodic structure, but with a wider
range of chemical composition than is accessible in bulk
samples.6–8 Pseudomorphic growth was indeed demonstrated
experimentally, originally by Franke et al.,9 and later by
other groups, for certain types of elemental adlayers.10–12

Pseudomorphic growth has also been explored
theoretically.13,14 The properties of such films remain largely
unexplored, but preliminary measurements of their electronic
structure suggest that they adopt the pseudogap at the Fermi
edge which is associated with the underlying substrate.15

Many studies of film growth have focused on coverages
of a complete monolayer �ML� or above, since contiguous
coatings would be desirable for some applications. However,
lower coverages may also be interesting. For example, indi-
vidual pseudomorphic islands might exhibit peculiar mag-
netic properties. Pseudomorphism could be more prevalent at
submonolayer coverages, where adsorbate-adsorbate interac-
tions are more localized, and distortions from the bulk struc-
ture of the film are thus more easily accommodated. This
appears to be illustrated by our previous study of Al ad-
sorbed on the fivefold surface of the icosahedral �i-� quasic-
rystal Al-Cu-Fe, where small fivefold clusters were observed
at a coverage of about 0.04 ML.10 In comparison, pseudo-
morphism was not observed in studies of Al at or above
coverages of 1 ML on a similar substrate, i-Al-Pd-Mn.16 For-

mation of the pseudomorphic clusters in the former case was
corroborated theoretically using a kinetic Monte Carlo
�KMC� simulation of an appropriate “disordered bond net-
work” lattice gas model.17

An equally-important advantage of studying low cover-
ages is that a wealth of information can be extracted about
the kinetics of island nucleation and growth in the initial
stages of film formation. This has been shown by the large
body of work on crystalline substrates and films.18 For this
purpose, scanning tunneling microscopy �STM� provides in-
valuable detailed insight. This is because the spatial charac-
teristics of films at low coverages, such as the island density,
reflect the kinetics of nonequilibrium adlayer evolution dur-
ing deposition. Based upon just such data, we previously
found evidence for heterogeneous nucleation of Ag on the
fivefold surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn at 300 K.19 We interpreted
the observed flux-independence of island density to mean
that nucleation occurred preferentially at specific sites—not
defect sites, but rather trap sites intrinsic to the quasicrystal-
line structure. We speculated that these trap sites were analo-
gous to those that stabilized the pseudomorphic Al starfish on
i-Al-Cu-Fe.

In this paper, we extend the previous Ag work by measur-
ing the temperature dependence of Ag island density at �0.2
ML, and by showing the data to be compatible with a refined
mean field-rate equation model that incorporates nucleation
at trap sites. We delineate the conditions of temperature and
flux under which one can expect saturation of trap sites,
which provides a general indicator of the conditions that may
favor localized pseudomorphic growth at low coverage, in
this and other systems.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

We conduct our experiments using an Omicron variable-
temperature STM in a standard UHV chamber with a base
pressure of 4�10−11 mbar. Our sample is a single grain of
icosahedral Al70.2Pd20.7Mn9.1 quasicrystal with the surface
oriented perpendicular to a fivefold axis. The clean surface is
prepared following procedures described elsewhere.20,21 Ag
is deposited from an electron-beam-heated evaporator, an
Omicron evaporator with internal flux monitor modified to
resemble a Knudsen cell, onto the clean quasicrystal surface
at fixed sample temperatures varying from 127 K to 420 K
and at chamber pressures below 8�10−11 mbar. STM im-
ages are taken at the deposition temperature. STM data are
processed using image processing freeware.22

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a series of STM images taken after depo-
sition of 0.1 to 0.26 monolayers �ML� of Ag at a constant
flux of 1�10−3 ML/s and various substrate temperatures.
The brighter features in the images are Ag islands. For the
temperature range of 127 K to 300 K, island sizes are very
small as compared to those at higher temperatures, and the
island density is high. A dramatic decrease in the island den-
sity and corresponding increase in size is apparent for tem-
peratures above 300 K. At 420 K �Fig. 1�f��, most of the
deposited Ag accumulates at step edges �not shown in the
image�. This indicates that the diffusion length has become
comparable to the terrace width. However, particularly broad
terraces still support island formation, an example of which
is shown in Fig. 1�f�. This allows a rough assessment of
island density at this temperature.

It should also be noted that, at these low coverages, is-
lands are typically two-dimensional �2D� at T�300 K, but
three-dimensional �3D� at T�300 K. The 3D growth has
been ascribed to a quantum size effect.23 While this cross-
over from 2D to 3D shapes does not affect our determination
and modeling of island densities, it will affect the interpreta-
tion of island sizes, as discussed later in this section.

At and below 300 K, the determination of coverage or of
island number density is complicated by the fact that the

clean surface has a rather high intrinsic corrugation, together
with occasional protrusions. In high-resolution images of
well-ordered regions of clean terraces, the peak-to-peak cor-
rugation is about 0.12 to 0.16 nm, to be compared with the
expected step height for a Ag island of about 0.2 nm. �Note
that these values depend somewhat on tunneling bias.� The
corrugation and step height are sufficiently close that scan-
ning across Ag islands on the quasicrystal produces a con-
tinuum of heights without a clear separation of island and
substrate contributions, as shown in Fig. 2 for a coverage of
0.2 ML at 300 K. The large maximum at about 0.1 nm rep-
resents the clean substrate, whereas the smaller maximum at
about 0.3 nm represents the Ag islands. To determine the
island density, we introduce a threshold for height located
between these peaks, chosen such that regions with heights
above the threshold are mainly associated with Ag islands
�see Fig. 2�. To further eliminate artifacts in island density
estimation due to the existence of occasional protrusions on
the quasicrystal surfaces,24 we employ a threshold for the
minimum areal size in addition to the height cutoff. This
areal cutoff affects the data only at low temperature, where
the Ag islands are small. The effect is shown by the error

FIG. 1. STM images ��a�-�f�� showing the
evolution of island density as a function of
temperature for deposition of Ag onto
5f-i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal. The size of images
is 100�100 nm2. The tunneling conditions are
0.97–0.99 V and 0.31–0.47 nA.

FIG. 2. An area based height histogram taken from an STM
image at �=0.2 ML and T=300 K. Dotted line shows the threshold
which partially separates silver islands from the QC substrate.
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bars at and below 300 K in Fig. 3. The error bars demarcate
minimum areal island sizes of 0.5 and 1.5 nm2 �the first cor-
responding roughly to single atoms25 and the last to larger
clusters of �6 atoms�.10 The data points are obtained with a
middle value of 1.0 nm2. At and below 300 K, in Figs. 3 and
4, the statistics are very good since the data are obtained
from STM images after counting thousands of islands span-
ning an area equal to 1�106 nm2. Thus the statistical uncer-
tainty is much smaller than the error bars shown, at these low
temperatures. In contrast, at higher temperatures islands are
identified unambiguously, and uncertainties are due to the
limited number of islands. These uncertainties are fairly in-
significant, at least on the log scale of Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows quantitatively the temperature dependence
of average island density for a deposition flux of F=1
�10−3 ML/s. The island density is roughly constant up to
300 K, but abruptly decreases for higher temperatures. This

is an indication that heterogeneous nucleation at trap sites
dominates behavior at lower temperatures.

We also determine the influence of flux on the island den-
sity at constant temperature, 300 K. �The flux-scaling data
were published previously; here, we present a reanalysis that
employs the height- and size-thresholds described above.�
From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the island density is insen-
sitive to flux over the range 5�10−2 to 1�10−3 ML/s �al-
though there may be a slight drop-off at lowest flux�. An
independence of island density on deposition flux is also
consistent with heterogeneous nucleation at specific trap sites
on the surface.

Further analysis of the STM data yields the island size
distribution �ISD�. Results for 300 K were presented previ-
ously, although there was considerable ambiguity in deter-
mining the true ISD as it was combined with the distribution
of higher substrate protrusions.19 Figure 5 shows new results
from analysis of 365 K data. The total number of islands is
about 100, so the statistics are somewhat limited �and histo-
gram bins are necessarily chosen to be quite broad�. One
could measure island size either in terms of lateral area, or in
terms of the total number of atoms �i.e., in terms of volume�.
The latter is somewhat more generic. The two approaches are
equivalent for the single layer islands at lower T, but not
when there is a mixture of multilayer islands of different
heights as at higher T. The 365 K data reveal a monotoni-
cally decreasing ISD when size is measured as number of
atoms. Such a monotonic decrease contrasts the monomodal
shape of the distribution typical for homoepitaxial or het-
eroepitaxial growth.26 This type of ISD could reflect unusu-
ally persistent island nucleation, and/or a diminution of
growth rate with coverage.27 Plausibly, for this system, island
growth is inhibited with increasing size �a feature not incor-
porated into our simple rate equation analysis—see follow-
ing sections� due to the fivefold symmetry of the substrate.

As an aside, we note that if the ISD at 365 K is deter-
mined by taking size as lateral area, it is instead monomodal,
reflecting the feature that the largest islands are not single
layer, but tend to have heights of two to four layers in this
experiment.23

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the average island density,
nx, at F=0.001 ML/s. Solid lines show the predictions obtained
from the rate equation model. The inset shows the model’s predic-
tion for the number of islands on regular terrace sites �nxf� as a
function of temperature.

FIG. 4. Average island density, nx, versus flux for �=0.2 ML
and T=300 K. The solid lines depict predictions from the rate equa-
tion model for two cases, set B and set C. The expected scaling
behavior for homogeneous nucleation for i=5 is shown by the dash-
dotted line.

FIG. 5. Island size distribution from STM images for Ag/Al-
Pd-Mn at 365 K, 0.26 ML, and F=1�10−3 ML/s.
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL FOR NUCLEATION
AND GROWTH OF ISLANDS

A. Potential energy surface

In developing a model for formation of Ag islands on
fivefold Al-Pd-Mn surfaces, it is valuable first to have a
qualitative picture of the potential energy surface �PES� de-
scribing the binding energy of Ag as a function of lateral
position on this substrate. In previous work,28 we did this for
Al adatoms, and here we extend the analysis to Ag adatoms.
�Other authors have recently used LJ parameters to generate
the PES of various adsorbates on quasicrystals, successfully
explaining experimental structures of equilibrated Al mono-
layers and noble gas monolayers.16,29,30 Our work differs in
that it focuses on the kinetics of formation of localized struc-
ture.� In our previous work, we identified a subset of
physically-reasonable fivefold terminations of the Boudard
model for bulk Al-Pd-Mn structure. We adopt one such ter-
mination here. We use pairwise-additive Lennard-Jones �LJ�
potentials to describe the interaction of Ag with the substrate
atoms. Parameters for the LJ potentials are chosen to recover
diffusion barriers and adsorption site heights for several
benchmark systems consisting of Ag on single crystal Al and
Pd substrates.31 With these interactions, we determine the
binding energy of Ag as a function of lateral position while
keeping substrate atoms frozen �apart from a contraction of
the top layer spacings, as guided by experiment�.3,32–38

A portion of this PES is shown in Fig. 6�a�. One can
identify three regions of strong bonding, each with local
fivefold symmetry, in the upper left, lower left, and lower
right areas of the figure. One of these is labeled “trap site.”
Five other regions of strong bonding, where the local five-
fold symmetry is broken, are apparent in the upper middle
and right portion of the figure. In our previous study of Al

binding on the related i-Al-Cu-Fe surface, these same re-
gions provided the strongest bonding, the former being re-
ferred to as starfish �SF� sites and the latter as incomplete
starfish �ISF� sites. In addition, there is a significant number
of a third type of localized strong binding site.

Corresponding features in an STM image of the fivefold
Al-Pd-Mn surface are shown in Fig. 6�b�. Here, we identify
the SF sites with the “dark stars” often resolved in STM
images of these surfaces. Experiments have proven that
the dark stars are the adsorption sites of Al starfish on
i-Al-Cu-Fe.6,10 The SF and ISF sites, and equivalently the
dark star sites, are strong candidates for the trap sites that are
manifest so clearly in the experimental data of Figs. 3 and 4.

In a complete analysis of the PES, we have identified all
local minima or binding sites, which include a large number
of shallower binding sites in addition to the above-mentioned
deep sites. Analysis of �600 sites in a 10�10 nm2 region of
the model39 finds 0.5% of sites are SF, 1% are ISF, 4.5% are
other localized deep sites, and 94% are shallow sites. The
average separation between adjacent minima, regardless of
depth, is �0.4 nm. We will use this value as the typical
nearest-neighbor separation between adatoms in the model-
ing that follows.

Utilizing the above information, we can provide the fol-
lowing overview of the deposition process �cf. Refs. 17 and
28�: Ag atoms are deposited primarily at shallow adsorption
sites, and hop between such adjacent sites; occasionally they
reach strong bonding “trap” sites where they remain longer
and are more likely to become incorporated into stable Ag
islands. �We emphasize that these trap sites are intrinsic to
the surface quasicrystalline structure, and are not defects.� In
principle, aggregation into islands on regions of the terrace
associated with shallow sites is also possible. In our previous
modeling of Al deposition on Al-Cu-Fe and Al-Pd-Mn, six
atom clusters forming at SF sites �and also smaller clusters
forming at ISF sites� were stabilized more effectively than
clusters at non-�I�SF sites, since neighboring Al adatoms
could readily reduce their separation below the typical value
of �0.4 nm noted above to maximize Al-Al adatom bond-
ing. This stabilization was not so readily achieved at other
terrace sites since the large adatom separation of �0.4 nm is
not compatible with strong Al-Al bonding. We adopt this
feature—namely, different adatom interaction strengths at
different types of nucleation sites—in the Ag modeling
below.

B. Rate equation analysis

Rate equations are developed for a model of competitive
island formation at trap sites and on terraces, similar to the
ones in the literature for nucleation of metal clusters on ox-
ide surfaces with defects.40 Figure 6�c� shows a schematic of
the model. The model parameters describing the system are
as follows: the trap density �nt�; the trap energy �Et�0� re-
flecting the additional binding at trap sites; the critical
nucleus size �i� above which islands are stable �and for
which we allow different values it for islands at traps, and if
on trap-free terrace regions�; the effective diffusion barrier
�Ed�0�, which describes diffusion between heterogeneous

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Potential energy surface �8.6
�8.6nm2� for Ag on i-Al-Pd-Mn QC. Darker shades indicate stron-
ger interactions. �b� 8.6�8.6 nm2 STM image of clean fivefold
surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn QC �+0.97 V, 0.47 nA�. One of the traps is
marked both on the STM image and on the PES. �c� Model for
nucleation at “trap” sites. n1t is the density of trapped single ada-
toms; nt is the density of traps, n1f is the density of free single
adatoms, nxf is the density of critical clusters formed on terraces,
and nxt is the density of trapped stable clusters.
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weaker-binding adsorption sites; and the pairwise-additive
nearest-neighbor adatom binding energy �Eb�0�. We allow
Eb to take different values at traps �Ebt� than on the “free”
parts of the terraces �Ebf�, and set Ebf =REbt with R�1 for
reasons discussed above. The effective hop rate between
neighboring sites on terraces is given by h=�e−Ed/�kT� where
�=1013 s−1. The trap density, nt, is determined experimen-
tally from the plateau value in Fig. 3.

Key variables to be determined by integration of the rate
equations are the density of isolated adatoms, n1 �which is
the sum of contributions from traps, n1t, and from “free”
terrace regions, n1f� and the density of stable islands, nx
�which also is a sum of contributions from traps, nxt, and
terraces, nxf�. In this model, stable clusters are regarded as
immobile. We adjust values of the model parameters de-
scribed above until the predicted total island density, nx,
matches experimental behavior.

We assume that a quasiequilibrium is established between
the adatom densities at the traps �n1t� and on the free terrace
regions �n1f�. Accounting for the feature that adatoms are
bound more strongly at traps by an amount Et and that stable
islands at traps �with density nxt� block the occupation of
those traps by adatoms, this quasiequilibrium assumption
yields the relation �cf. Ref. 40�

n1t

nt − nxt
�

n1fe
Et/�kT�

1 + n1fe
Et/�kT� , �1�

where we assume that n1f �1. The rate equations for densi-
ties of stable islands are determined by the nucleation rates

dnxt

dt
= Knuct � hn1fnit �2�

and

dnxf

dt
= Knucf � hn1fnif , �3�

where nif �nit� is the density of critical clusters of i atoms at
free terrace �trap� sites which are stabilized by addition of
one further adatom. In determining these densities, we also
adopt a quasiequilibrium Walton relation nif �eEif/�kT��n1f�if

and nit�eEit/�kT�n1t�n1f�it−1. Here, Ei=miEb denotes the bind-
ing energy for critical clusters, which is determined by add-
ing the appropriate number, mi, of bond energies, with rel-
evant values of i and Eb for islands at traps or on terraces.
The aggregation rates Kaggf �h�n1f�nxf and Kaggt�h�n1f�nxt

also appear in the rate equation for the adatom density

dn1f

dt
� F − Kaggf − Kaggt − �if + 1�Knucf − �it�Knuct. �4�

The constants of proportionality �not shown� in the expres-
sions for nucleation rates and aggregation rates are the cap-
ture numbers for critical and stable clusters, respectively.
These are always of order unity, and are set equal to unity in
the following analysis. We also note that these rate equations
are numerically stiff, so a natural rescaling41 is applied be-
fore numerical integration in order to facilitate integration.

In general, the value of mi depends upon the assumed
cluster geometry. The two cluster sizes that will be most
useful in the modeling will contain 5 and 11 atoms, for
which we count mi=7 and 16, respectively.

C. Model limitations and simplifications

A significant potential limitation of the rate equation
analysis is the assumption of a quasiequilibrium between the
population of isolated adatoms at trap sites and free terrace
sites, and between the population of atoms and critical clus-
ters �i.e., the Walton relation�. This assumption is expected to
be valid at high temperatures, but less so at low tempera-
tures, where slow diffusion is expected to inhibit equilibra-
tion. A second simplification is the fact that the model uses
averages or effective values for certain quantities instead of
distributions. An example is the assumption of a single value
of Ebf for atoms in clusters on the free terrace sites. On the
real surface, there is a distribution of separations between
adsorption sites, and also of the binding energy at those sites.
�Again, see Fig. 6�a�.� This means that interactions between
adatoms probably vary as well. A third assumption is that
bond energies, Eb, are pairwise additive within the Ag clus-
ters. Because of these limitations, we do not regard the
model as quantitatively reliable. We do regard it as useful,
however, for showing major trends and providing physical
insight into the relative importance of the various processes
in fitting the experimental data.

V. MODELING RESULTS

First, let us consider the simplest case, where it= if =1 �Ag
adatom pairs form stable nuclei� and thus Eb is not relevant.
Such a model has only two adjustable parameters: Et and Ed.
In this case, Fig. 3 shows that the model can reproduce av-
erage island density in the low temperature regime when Ed
and Et are 0.18 and 0.60 eV, respectively. �We denote this set
of parameters as set A, and summarize it in Table I.� While
the model reproduces the low-temperature plateau, it fails to
produce a sufficiently rapid decrease in island density above
300 K with these parameters.

Next, we allow it= if �1, with Eb fixed at a single nonzero
value, i.e., Ebf =Ebt so R=Ebf /Ebt=1. In this case, the model
fails to fit the plateau in island density below 300 K. The
reason is that, for a single binding energy and single critical
size, there is no difference between the formation of stable

TABLE I. Parameters for best fits of the rate equation model to
the experimental data.

Parameter set A B C

it 1 5 5

if 1 5 11

Ed �eV� 0.18 0.66 0.66

Et �eV� 0.60 0.50 0.50

Ebt �eV� — 0.090 0.090

R=Ebf /Ebt — 0.10 0.20
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clusters at free terrace sites and at trap sites. The vastly
higher density of the free terrace sites favors nucleation
there. Indeed, depending on the adjustable parameters below
300 K the number of islands on free terrace sites is 5 to 20
times larger than at trap sites, since the latter are limited by
nt. �Changing nt within the limits of experimental uncertainty
does not help.� In our model, this problem cannot be avoided
by allowing the two critical sizes to take different values.
This is true at least for 2� if �20 and 2� it�5. �We regard
these two ranges as having physically-reasonable limits.�
This shows that introducing a larger critical size at free sites
does not provide sufficient bias against nucleation at those
sites.

In order to fit the entire range of data, we find it necessary
to allow Ebt and Ebf to take independent values, i.e., to use R,
their ratio, as an adjustable parameter. As mentioned in Sec.
IV, values of R�1 have some physical justification from the
potential energy surface. In the rate equation model, intro-
ducing R�1 gives a way to strongly destabilize clusters on
free terraces. In this case, the trends in the experimental data
can be reasonably well captured �see Fig. 3� by choosing a
single value of critical size, it= if =5, together with Ebt
=0.090 eV, Ed=0.66 eV, and R=0.10. We denote this set of
parameters as set B. It does much better than set A in match-
ing the high-temperature data.

However, R=0.10 is perhaps unrealistically low. Indeed,
using the LJ potentials for bulk Ag, we estimate that the ratio
of the binding energies for Ag-Ag bonds at their equilibrium
separation, relative to Ag-Ag bonds elongated to 0.40 nm, is
0.33. Consequently, we explore the possibility of using
higher values of R, coupled with two distinct critical sizes for
trap and free sites with if � it. Choosing a larger critical size
for free terrace sites provides some bias against nucleation
on free terraces, which compensates for the higher values of
R. While keeping it=5, we find that experimental data can be
fit well for a range of if 	8 and R=0.15–0.20. The best fit is
obtained when it=5 and if =11, together with Ebt=0.090 eV,
Ed=0.66 eV, and R=0.20. See Fig. 3. We call this set C. The
parameters for the three best-fit models are summarized in
Table I.

The inset in Fig. 3 shows the island density on free terrace
sites as a function of temperature, using sets B and C. This
indicates that some Ag island nucleation does occur on regu-
lar terrace sites between 200 K and 300. However, it should
also be emphasized that the contribution of free sites to av-
erage island density is low compared to that of trap sites,
with these parameters.

What features of the deposition process produce the par-
ticular form of nx�T� shown in Fig. 3? Insight is provided by
Fig. 7. Here, the rate of nucleation at trap sites, Knuct, is
shown as a function of coverage, for four different values of
T. The value of Knuct peaks at low coverage and decays. The
peak is higher and the decay is faster at low T. At 300 K or
below, Knuct has effectively decayed to zero by 0.2 ML, i.e.,
all traps are saturated by 0.2 ML. For higher T, the slower
decay of Knuct means that traps are not saturated by 0.2 ML,
so nx�T� in Fig. 3 drops to lower values. It follows that the
temperature at which nx begins to fall in Fig. 3 would shift to
higher values for higher coverages.

Finally, the flux independence of the island density at
300 K can also be fit well. The solid lines in Fig. 4 represent

the results for sets B and C. It can be seen that with both sets
of parameters, the model shows no significant variation with
flux for F�1�10−3 ML/s. However, below this value, the
model indicates that traps sites are not saturated �at this tem-
perature and coverage�, so nx falls with decreasing flux.

Flux scaling for homogeneous nucleation of stable islands
that require aggregation of i	1 diffusing adatoms in the
steady-state regime suggests nx�Fi/�i+2�.26,42 The dash-dotted
line in Fig. 4 reflects this scaling relationship for i=5.
Clearly this behavior does not fit experimental observations.

Using our model, we can predict nx versus F at different
deposition temperatures �Fig. 8�. The model suggests that at
high temperatures such as 345 K and above, the density de-
pends on flux for the typical experimental range of fluxes
shown �in contrast to behavior at 300 K and below�. It would
be interesting to test this prediction experimentally. The lines
are slightly curved at low flux, but straighten as temperature
increases. At 420 K, where the relationship is very linear,
analysis of the scaling with flux indicates that nx�F0.66,
rather than the relationship given above for homogeneous

FIG. 7. The rate of nucleation at trap sites, Knuct, versus cover-
age from the rate equation model for set C: nt=0.035 nm−2, Ed

=0.66 eV, Ebt=0.090 eV, m11=16, R=0.20, if =11, and it=5. The
inset is an expanded view of the variation in Knuct with coverage for
the three lowest temperatures. Flux is 0.001 ML/s.

FIG. 8. Predictions for average island density, nx, as a function
of flux from the rate equation model. Parameter values correspond
to set C: nt=0.035 nm−2, Ed=0.66 eV, Ebt=0.090 eV, m11=16, R
=0.20, if =11, and it=5.
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nucleation with i=5, which would be nx�F5/7=F0.71. To un-
derstand this discrepancy, we note that in this regime, nxf is
negligible and most traps are saturated with single adatoms,
so n1t�nt. �Clusters are rare at the traps, since nx�nt in the
curves of Fig. 8.� Thus, in our rate equation analysis, one can
neglect nxf and simplify the equation for nxt to dnxt /dt
� �n1f�it. Then using a steady-state approximation that F
−Kaggt�0, it follows immediately that nx�F�it−1�/�it+1�. This
yields an exponent of 2 /3, consistent with the numerical re-
sults for it=5.

VI. DISCUSSION

The main result is the experimental observation that, for a
typical flux, the island density is independent of temperature
up to 300 K but decreases abruptly above 300 K, for a cov-
erage of about 0.2 ML. This signifies that the island density
equals the density of intrinsic surface traps up to 300 K, but
falls at higher T because inhibited nucleation prevents trap
saturation. The experimental flux dependence of nx at 300 K
shows no significant variation, except perhaps at lowest flux.
Our interpretation is that the island density is again equal to
the trap density. Limited data are also presented for the ex-
perimental island size distribution, showing a monotonic de-
crease at a single coverage, temperature, and flux.

A rate equation model shows that two main features must
be incorporated to fit the temperature-dependent data: �1� the
critical size must be significantly greater than 1, both at trap
and free terrace sites; and �2� the binding energy of adatoms
in the critical cluster must be significantly higher at traps
than at free terrace sites. The model parameters that provide
good fits for the temperature-dependence of nx also provide
good fits for the flux dependence of nx. The model predicts
significant flux dependence at T�300 K, where nx is well
below the trap density so that the effect of traps is reduced.

The growth dynamics that are incorporated into the model
can be envisioned as follows. Adatoms are deposited on the
surface and then diffuse, sometimes visiting trap sites. Addi-
tional atoms can join to form clusters, potentially either at
trap sites or on terraces. However, these clusters constantly
dissolve and reform if they are below the size of a stable
nucleus, i+1. In order for nucleation to be favored at traps,
the population of critical clusters of size i must be enhanced
at the traps. In the case i=1 �when critical clusters are single
atoms�, the only important factor is the population of single
atoms at trap sites relative to free terrace sites, which is
determined in our model by the trap site energy, Et. As i
increases above 1, the binding energy of additional atoms at
traps relative to that on terraces, defined in our model by R,
becomes increasingly important, since this determines the
stability of other atoms in a trap cluster relative to its free-
terrace counterpart. For large critical sizes, such as those in
our best solutions �sets B and C�, varying Et actually has far
less effect than varying R, if Et is above a minimum value. In
fact, if Et	0.40 eV, it has no effect at all, which effectively
reduces the number of variable parameters. In summary, our
model shows that traps are most effective for nucleation
when i=1 because traps have a higher population of single
atoms, and also when i�1 because traps have a higher af-
finity for additional atoms.

Although the values of the best-fit parameters are not ab-
solute because of the model limitations noted in Sec. IV, the
value of 0.66 eV for Ed is somewhat high when compared
with simpler crystalline surfaces. For instance, Ed is about
0.5 eV both for Ag/Al�100� and Ag/Pd�100�, and Ed is
much lower—about 0.1 eV—for the �111� faces.31 In gen-
eral, for single crystals, one finds that Ed increases as the
surface becomes more corrugated and less close packed.43

Thus, a relatively high value of Ed on the quasicrystal sur-
face may be physically reasonable in light of its intrinsic
roughness. It should be noted that in the rate equation analy-
sis, Ed is an effective diffusion barrier on the free terrace.
Clearly, the surface heterogeneity results in a distribution of
barriers that separate adjacent minima �Fig. 6�a��. The effec-
tive diffusion barrier reflects not only the distribution of real
barrier heights but also the sampled diffusion paths. This
concept of an effective barrier is standard in extensive treat-
ments of transport in disordered systems based on homog-
enization or effective medium theories.44 For our specific
application, the effective barrier will be primarily controlled
by the higher barriers for diffusion on the terrace.

It is interesting that the best value of it is 5, exactly the
value expected given the stability of the 6 atom starfish clus-
ters observed and modeled for Al on i-Al-Cu-Fe.28 These
clusters contained 1 atom at the center and 5 atoms at the
arms, thus reflecting the local fivefold symmetry of the sur-
face sites. Hence, the value of the critical cluster size at trap
sites may be fundamentally related to the fivefold symmetry
of the quasicrystalline surface.

This system bears certain similarities to transition metal
clusters that form at defects on oxide45,46 and fluoride40 sur-
faces. In some of those systems, the dependence of island
density on temperature has been measured,40,45 showing a
plateau and then a decline.40,45

For one system, Pd/MgO, these data were initially inter-
preted in terms of a model like the one we have used, incor-
porating strong trapping of adatoms at defects and subse-
quent island nucleation �with i=1� below the threshold
temperature.45 However, this model was challenged on the
basis of density functional theory �DFT� calculations, which
indicated that cluster diffusion, as well as monomer diffu-
sion, should be operative, and that the surface dimer binding
energy necessary to fit the data, 1.2 eV, was unreasonably
high.47,48

We regard cluster diffusion in our system, however, as
unlikely. This is because there are two primary scenarios
wherein diffusion of small clusters on surfaces is expected to
significantly affect growth: �1� weak bonding to the surface
compared to intracluster bonding—as is the case for
Pd/MgO;48 or �2� a PES for the cluster amenable to con-
certed cluster motion, as for dimers in metal homoepitaxial
systems where twisting or shearing motion is facile.49 Nei-
ther scenario is operative for Ag on Al-Pd-Mn where Ag
binds strongly to the surface. Inspection of the spatial distri-
bution of adsorption sites on the surface �e.g., from the LJ
PES� suggests no easy twisting pathway. In fact, intracluster
binding is likely weak due to a large typical separation be-
tween neighboring adsorption sites so clusters are more
likely to dissociate than diffuse. Weak intracluster binding is
supported by the low value of Eb, 0.090 eV. It is also impos-
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sible for clusters to migrate along with the underlying traps,
as has been suggested for Au clusters on TiO2.46

Our model is also qualitatively different regarding the
metal-metal binding energy, which was disputed in the
Pd/MgO system.47,48 Our values of Eb are low: 0.090 eV
within the traps, and less on the free terraces by a factor of R.
For comparison, the Ag-Ag dimer binding energy on a
Ag�100� surface is 0.22–0.26 eV.50 The distortion from the
equilibrium bond length that is imposed by the quasicrystal
substrate makes the lower value of 0.090 eV plausible. There
are also other differences. For instance, critical size was
quite small in the rate equation analysis of the Pd/MgO sys-
tem and so Et was an important parameter. Our fits imply
large critical sizes and hence virtually no dependence on Et,
for reasons discussed above. In spite of these differences, the
approach that was pioneered by Haas et al.45 appears to be
very useful in interpreting results from the present system.

Finally, consider the possibility of place exchange be-
tween Ag and the quasicrystal substrate. We see no evidence
of such a process, but if it occurred, its effect on island
density would be different than our experimental observa-
tions. Typically, place exchange is an activated process, with
a barrier higher than that for hopping diffusion. Growth of
islands at exchange sites competes with homogeneous nucle-
ation and growth. These two factors mean that typically, is-
land density vs T or T−1 is a V-shaped �or even more com-
plex� curve, as has been reported for Ni/Ag�100�51 and
Co/Cu�100�.52 In the case of island nucleation mediated en-
tirely by place exchange, there is also a �predicted� strong
dependence of island density on T, contrasting our experi-
mental observations.53 Hence, place exchange cannot explain
our experimental observation of a plateau, followed by a
decline at high T.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A main result in this paper is that the Ag island density on
the fivefold surface of icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn is independent

of temperature up to 300 K, but decreases abruptly above
300 K, for a typical flux. This indicates that nucleation is
dominated by trap sites at and below 300 K. This conclusion
is reinforced by the experimental flux dependence of the av-
erage island density at 300 K. A rate equation model is de-
veloped, guided in part by a potential energy surface gener-
ated from Lennard-Jones potentials. For certain parameters,
the model is consistent with all of the data. The optimal
parameters indicate strong Ag-Ag binding at trap sites rela-
tive to free terrace sites, and large critical sizes at both types
of sites. The island size distribution at 365 K is also pre-
sented, showing a broad monotonic decrease.

The data and the modeling, taken together, indicate that
saturation of trap sites at low coverage is favored by low
temperature and high flux. These qualitative guidelines may
prove useful in searches for pseudomorphic clusters on qua-
sicrystals at submonolayer coverages.

Note added in proof. Recently, it has come to our attention
that a considerable body of work deals with heterogeneous
nucleation of Co on Au, which exhibits some strong similari-
ties to this system. See, for instance, Ref. 54.
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